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Hitchin Boys’ School has been on the present site since the late 19th 
century and in that time it has acquired a number of particularly 
obscure and interesting places, which the students, and most often 
the staff, aren’t aware of. It should be noted that no student should go 
about seeking out such rooms as they offer potential dangers when 
unsupervised – and anyway the site support staff do a  wonderful job 
of keeping them locked tight and student free…

10. The Time Tabling Room: Next to Room 25 is what looks like a 
closet but is in fact a room dedicated to the timetabling of the whole 
school where pins and boards representing subjects and classes used 
to be held to sort out the immense timetabling question. Now unused, 
this school feature is a reminder of a utopian era before computers and 
Google Drive…

9. Service Tunnels: Any student worth his salt will have worked out that 
the school is built on a steep hill and that this leaves an empty space 
under the Art Department. This is the location of a series of tunnels which 
run directly underneath the corridors and house the lighting and piping 
for the school.

8. False hall windows: Ok, whilst admittedly not a ‘place’ this is a 
pretty neat feature that often catches people out. Whilst the Hall was 
being built, its design meant an odd number of exterior windows on 
either side. To combat this in the best British fashion of symmetry false 
windows were added on either side - most visibly on the right hand of 
the hall as viewed from the arches. 

7. The attics above Maths: There is a well obscured staircase in the 
Time Tabling Room (see no. 1) which leads to a great buttressed attic 
with water boilers and access to the mechanism of the school clock. 
Graffiti found in this rarely visited space reads, “HBS Smokers Club” – 
the work of the more temerarious studentship of the 1980s…

6. The Hall’s Basement: Before the days of collapsible exam tables 
the store was found through the trap door on the stage. It was a great 
tradition that the old Head of History Mr Morgan’s class would work 
in their lesson to move the large volumes of exam furniture through  
the trap door, something sadly lost in these days of time saving 
collapsible tables! In fact, much of the school’s old furniture can still be 
found stored here.

5. The river under the rugby pitches: During the tenure of Jabez King as 
Master of the school, a great athlete himself, the school paid huge sums 
of money to transform the current playing fields from rough informal 
gardens into a series of fields fit to play on, although the extent to 
which he achieved this is still debatable….To do this a river had to be 
completely diverted underneath the school grounds by means of pipes, 
which can still be found, set deep under the cricket square. Access to 
these is made through the manhole covers by the cut through from the 
fields to North Court. 

4. Wells underneath Woodlands: Woodlands used to be the stables 
and coach house for the Manor House on Bancroft, now Soundbase. 
But, pre-dating this, excavation has revealed that there were in fact two 
wells on the site of Woodlands – a third claim of one under S block 
appears unsubstantiated. 

3. Store Rooms above Business and the Hall: Walking now through the 
front entrance near the queue for the Library, you will notice a trap door 
in the ceiling, which leads to four of five levels and eventually a level 
above business which has much antique furniture. 

2. Above the Office and Library: This comprises the oldest section of 
the school, and it appears that plans were afoot to make this area two 
story. If you walk from North Court down the drive, just as you pass the 
Head’s office you will spot a second story window. In fact, this room 
directly over the Head’s Office and Interview Room even has space for 
a fireplace, yet there is no direct access to this level.

1. This publication can exclusively reveal that the rumours of the tunnel 
to the Girls’ School are well founded…

The Chronicle would like to thank the Site Management team for their 
invariant help with this project, proving both interviews of huge depths 
of knowledge and original plans of the school. 

By Peter Saville

HBS’ Top Ten Tour: 
Obscure School Places
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Whilst reflecting upon the memories of this 
sensational experience, it is hard to put in  to 
words the emotions and feelings that tore like 
a maelstrom through our minds prior to the 
beginning of the first performance, for there 
is nothing quite like putting on a play.

Of course we felt all those inevitabilities: 
exhilaration, nervousness and that strange gulf 
between the two that one cannot quite place. 

The stage goes silent. The audience goes 
silent. The lights go on. The curtains open.

Since July 2013, eight months of hard work 
had been building up to this moment. To know 
that this was the culmination of the effort of 
such a wide variety of individuals was 
somewhat overwhelming, but in our heart of 
hearts we knew that we were ready. 

And so it began, the curtains parted, the 
chorus filed onto the stage and the play 
commenced.

Since the announcement of this year’s musical, 
The Producers, in the summer of 2013 we 
appreciated the work we would have to put 
in. A number of individuals auditioned for 
the variety of versatile roles, ranging from 
Franz Liebkind, the comical yet frighteningly 
deranged Nazi sympathiser, to glamorous 
Swedish actress Ulla Inga Hansen Benson 
Yansen Tallen Hallen Svaden Swanson, the 
eccentricity of the character rather quickly 
addressed by such a name.

Following the selection of roles, scripts were 
issued and The Producers began.

The weeks subsequent to the summer holidays 
were occupied with regular rehearsals for both 
main cast and ensemble, both of whom were 
given the challenging task of familiarising 
themselves with lines and songs.

The passage of time seemed to meander 
rather swiftly and following weeks of staging, 
choreographing and singing, Christmas was 
upon us.

Arriving once more after a festive holiday, it 
was back to work and before long the entirety 

of two weekends would offer a plethoric 
abundance of time to further rehearse. 

With the unfortunate absence of Mrs Gale 
in the weeks leading up to the performance, 
we were determined to make her proud and 
execute The Producers in the best way we 
possibly could. With fantastic directing from 
Ms. Hetherington and help from numerous 
other members of staff, we staged and 
perfected the few scenes left and before we 
knew it, Mrs Gale was back and the dress 
rehearsal was upon us.

There is always something strangely more 
daunting about performing to fellow 
classmates but nevertheless our rehearsal was 
incredibly successful. The atmosphere was 
marvellous, as usual backstage banter was 
tremendous and in spite of what seemed like 
quite literally thousands of costume changes, 
the atmosphere was relatively relaxed. In spite 
of a few minor hiccups and a some of the 
younger students’ rather frightening enthusiasm 
at the idea of wearing a bra, we had found 
the experience incredibly enjoyable and were 
confident in facing the genuine performance 
the following day.

After five periods yearning for the school 
day to conclude, with excitement coursing 
through our veins, cast and crew arrived 
back at school in the evening, ready for the 

forthcoming performance.

We subsequently changed into our initial 
costumes, warmed up our vocal chords and 
waited for the performance to begin. On the 
signal, at half past seven, the cast eagerly 
assembled behind the stage backdrop and the 
opening chords of the first song were played.

From the charming and amusing number 
“King of Old Broadway” to the adequately 
flamboyant “Keep It Gay”, the audience 
were in hysterics (though fortunately not quite 
as severely as initially hysterical accountant 
Leo Bloom) throughout the entire first act. The 
second act did not disappoint and neither did 
the following two nights.

Though exhausted, by Friday’s performance 
The Producers had been just as well received 
every night and I believe I can safely say that 
everyone involved was positively buzzing for 
hours after the show. Despite a certain air 
of sadness due to the departure of so many 
adored members of the cast, producing 
The Producers was a thoroughly enjoyable 
experience and I would like to thank every 
single person involved.

By Stepan Mysko von Schultze 9Dg

The Producers:  
Behind the Scenes
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The Producers is an ironic production about a 
production where a planned flop turns into a 
camp Nazi spectacular, much to the dismay 
of its patrons Max Bialystock and Leo Bloom. 
The first number of the show is the apt song 
“He’s done it again” and I am sure that Gale-
Hetherington and Co. have most certainly 
“done it again”. The show was a roaring 
success, which at times had us in tears with its 
brilliance and hilarity. 

The cast this year was, as ever, particularly 
well chosen. Cameron Barker deserves 
special mention for his perfect portrayal of 
Max Bialystock, the dishonest but loveable 
con artist who converts Leo towards his money 
making friendship, who with his timing and 
wit could have come straight from Broadway! 
From the start he comedically and musically 
set the tone, providing a seemingly effortless 
lead for the band. Elijah Holloway offered 
a brilliant performance as Leo Bloom, the 

nervous and often dysfunctional accountant, 
immersing us in his misguided innocence. 
William Murray appeared to metamorphose 
into his exceedingly camp Nazi form and had 
us all somehow believing in his commitment to 
the Siegfried Oath, whilst his tongue remained 
firmly in his cheek throughout.

The plays fun and laughs were excelled by the 
sizeable chorus who added some subtle, and 
some not so subtle, humour to proceedings. 
Notable praise should be heaped upon 
Stepan Mysko von Schultze who both as Mr 
Marks and Shirley had us screaming to the 
tune of political incorrectness. Surely he must 
be one to watch for in future School events.

The astute musical directorship of Ms 
Hetherington and the band was pitch perfect 
throughout.  At some points the accents 
appeared slightly strained but this is largely to 
be forgiven seeing that our American cousins 
can often barely pronounce their own dialect. 

Homoertoticism was so prevalent in Mel 
Brooks’ version that it deserves special 
mention. Innumerable cast members, including 
Shan Khatkar, Andrew Ridgeway and Harry 
Spindler, gave positively gay performances 
that had us in floods of tears. A worrying 
amount of practise must have been given to 
walking in high heels for Shan, and seemingly 
half the chorus, to stride so confidently into the 
lime light.

The Producers is set to be held in the annals of 
School history for a long while as we fondly 
remember the music, the acting and the sheer 
gaiety! All involved including cast, musicians, 
the committed stage crew and the astounding 
directorship of numerable staff deserve a 
hardy congratulation for the best school 
production yet. I only hope they had as much 
fun performing as the audience did watching 
such a spectacle! 

By Peter Saville and Nathan May 

The Producers: A Production
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What is the new High Performance Group and why 
have you and Mr Bajak introduced it? 

The new High Performance Group replaces the old Gifted and Talented 
programme and it aims to reward effort rather than just innate ability.  
There are a lot of boys in this school working hard day in, day out and 
they deserve recognition.  They have shown that they are willing to go 
the extra mile and have therefore earned the right to privileges in their 
subject.  We know that hard work is what brings about ability and success.  

Who can qualify for the High Performance Group  
and how can they get in?

The High Performance Group is available to all.  You simply 
need an effort grade 1* on your progress check for a subject 
and a nomination from the Head of Department for that subject.   

So what happens to boys who are high ability but  
are not getting a 1*?

These boys will still be stretched in lessons and they will be targeted to 
see if we can get them on to the High Performance Group.   They will 
not be rewarded though until their effort levels are deserving of reward. 

How can pupils get a 1* on their effort grade?

In order to get an effort grade 1* you need to consistently put in 
exceptional effort in classwork and homework above and beyond that 
of the required standard.  If you’re unsure what extra you can do then 
your teacher will be more than willing to help you out.  An example 
might be researching further into a topic for homework and finding out 

stuff even your teacher didn’t know.  Believe it or not one or two pupils 
have caught me out in the past!

 
How long do you stay on the High Performance Group 
once you’ve qualified? 

Once you have qualified you will be placed on the High Performance 
Group for two terms.  If you are continuing to get effort grade 1* then 
you will remain, if your effort grades drop, however, then you can be 
removed.  We want to make it competitive and to prevent people from 
just coasting.  A place on the High Performance Group has to be earned! 

What are the benefits of being on the High  
Performance Group? 

Boys will have access to extra provision in the subjects they are High 
Performance for.  For example, boys who are High Performance in P.E 
will get branded clothing and free gym membership.  Boys in History 
will have the chance to meet war veterans and ask them questions. Boys 
who are High Performance in Maths will get the chance to go to Alton 
Towers and find out about how the rollercoasters are engineered using 
mathematics. These are just some of the things we have managed to 
get. Most importantly, boys will be stretched and asked to think about 
the higher order thinking skills in their subject.  It is not just a case of 
having extra work thrown at you. You will get a certificate signed by the 
head for your progress file, you will get a badge and you will be given 
a subject passport in order to keep a record of everything you have 
been doing related to High Performance.  

An Interview with

about the new High Performance Group

Mr Kelly

Are YOU 
in control 
of YOUR brand? T. 01707 878 027   M. 07580 088 261

E. daniel@   W. barleyhousegroup.co.uk

With a single fixed price of just £1,500, a BrandCheckTM is 
highly cost-effective and the answer you have been looking for, 

saving you both time and money on all future communications.
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As children, I’m sure we have all played with the famous coloured bricks 
that are Lego, and now we look back on them with rose tinted nostalgia. 
But did you ever wonder where Lego came from, and how it came to be 
one of the greatest toy superpowers in the world? 

Our story begins in 1932, Denmark, where a skilled and humble 
carpenter named Ole Kirk Christiansen was closing down his workshop 
and laying off his work force as a result of the US Great Depression 
striking Denmark. After the devastating early death of his wife, Ole was 
left to look after his four children. In a desperate attempt to cheer his 
children up, he made them a toy out of spare wood from his workshop, 
which lit their despairing faces up with delight. Ole decided to pick up his 
carpentry tools once more and began to make and sell wooden toys.  The 
business was hard to put together, but with help from his son Godtfred, 
the business grew, and before too long a wholesaler put in a big order 
for his toys. Unfortunately, the wholesaler took a plunge into bankruptcy. 
Ole had no money to pay for food, and Christmas was just around the 
corner. In an act of bold audacity, Ole bolted around town exchanging 
his toys for food!

Soon, Ole needed a name for his business. He wanted it to convey ‘play 
well’, which in Danish was “Leg Godt”. Ole combined the two words to 
produce ‘Lego’. Unbeknown to him, Lego in Latin means “I put together”, 
and in Italian “I connect”, which would suit his business very nicely. 

The company gradually began to expand, and even when the world was 
engulfed in the flames of the Second World War, it persevered. With 
the misfortune that seemed to plague his family, there was a fire in the 
workshop that destroyed everything, but Ole rebuilt the workshop, making 
it substantially larger than before! In Copenhagen (1946), Ole went to an 
industrial convention, where he became fascinated by a plastic moulding 
machine, and ended up buying it. Little did he know, this machine would 
act as a building block for the success of his business. 

He started off making little plastic teddy bears and vehicles, but in 1954 
Ole’s son Godtfred had an idea of using the machine to produce little 
plastic building bricks that we all recognise today as Lego. The idea was 
that children could use these bricks to create anything their hearts’ desired. 
That same year, Lego produced their first product which was a town plan, 
in which children could build houses and cars out of the bricks. It was a 
smashing success!

Tragically, Ole never saw the Lego brick or his company become a 
worldwide phenomenon. He died on March 11th 1958 of heart failure. 
Ole’s son Godtfred was left in charge of the company. He made the wise 
choice of ceasing the production of wooden toys and focusing on the 
Lego bricks, and in 1968 the first Legoland amusement park was set up. 
Lego had endured a storm of impediments and tragedies, and now they 
could only sit back with a contented smile and watch Lego climb up the 
popularity ladder block by block.

By William Harrop 10WG

Lego:  
Brick by brick

Please support our newsletter 
If you run a local business and want to promote 
the services you offer, please contact Debbie on 

01707 876555 for advertising details.
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Hitchin Boys’ School 
Music Competition 2014  

Youth Speaks 2014

The 13th to the 14th of March 2014, saw this year’s prestigious 
Hitchin Boys’ School Music Competition open its doors to lots of 
our budding musicians, many of whom have only been here a few 
terms, and others who performed for their sixth or seventh time. 

It witnessed all sorts of brilliant music from heavy rock to teachers on 
trombones. Preparations began straight away on Thursday morning 
with our trusty stage crew organising, setting up and getting ready in 
the hall for the talent-packed few days that were to come.

The competition got underway with the first entry at 11:35, as year 
seven Callum Russell played a jolly, tuneful piece on the clarinet. 
Soon after that, it was time for the vocal category, and the battle of 
the choirs commenced: Junior Choir took on Chamber Choir and 
came out victorious. Was it revenge for last year’s result? 

Before long, the competition had got into full swing ...  literally, 
as the Big Band delivered, once again, a full-of-life performance. 
The James Bond theme tune went down a treat for the audience! 
Although this year the Clarinet Group won the category with a 
medley of different pieces that sounded fantastic. 

With Thursday’s categories over, Friday brought along just as much 
excitement. We saw the Jazz Band perform spectacularly, plus some 
incredible percussion solos and the truly brilliant teacher entries. Mr 
McDonough’s (voice) and Mr Rayner’s  (piano) version of ‘Handbags 
and Gladrags’ won the category, along with Mr Newham who sung 
‘Reviewing the Situation’. Ms Hetherington and Miss Chinery blew us 
all away with their brass rendition of ‘When the Saints’, gaining some 
‘incredible’ marks from Mr Parr! And there was not a better way to 
end the competition than a bagpipe solo by Alex Hawkins.

And that brought the HBS Music Competition to a close, until next 
year, of course...

By Oscar Ings 9DG 

This year has been yet another successful one for Hitchin Boys’ in the 
annual Rotary Club Youth Speaks competition. Following last year’s 
immense achievements, this year’s intermediate team of Patrick Sloan 
(year 8), Lee Brown and Hamza Lone (both year 9) are once again 
proving that Hitchin pupils have the “gift of the gab”. 

To date, the team has been victorious in the local heats (consisting 
of Hitchin schools), the district semi-finals and the district finals - the 
district being made up of schools from Hertfordshire, Bedfordshire and 
Buckinghamshire. 

Speaking on the topic of ‘role models’ the three participants play three 
different roles in the competition. Lee is the chairperson, who introduces 
the topic and also the other members of the team. Humza, then, is the 
main speaker, who delivers his six minute speech on the subject, and 
then has to answer a question from one of the judging panel. Patrick 
then finishes proceedings with a ‘vote of thanks’, mainly to the speaker 
but also to the judges and the audience (for sycophancy’s sake). 

All three have wowed the judges at every level, and they now progress 
to the regional final, which adds the victors from the counties of Suffolk 
and Norfolk to the mixing pot. We wish them luck!
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Geography students wander “lonely as clouds” in the Lakes 
U-shaped valleys, corries, roche moutonnee’s, meanders and 
truncated spurs were just some of the wonderful features on offer for 
the Geography AS students of HBS. Though admittedly not everyone’s 
cup of tea, the students of HBS spent five days in Wordsworth country 
admiring the wonderful glacial and fluvial formations that the lakes 
have to offer.

Arriving at 5:45 in the morning, many a student dragged their 
belongings onto one of the three mini-buses and slumped into their seats, 
desperately trying to catch up on the missed hours of sleep. After a five 
hour journey, the Geographers arrived in Keswick, luckily in relatively 
calm weather, ready to begin work, which included a long walk up 
Easedale tarn. We finally arrived later in the day at the Blencathra 
centre, our home for the next five days. After unpacking our things, and 
settling into our new environment, the hard work really began.

On the Saturday and Sunday, the staff at Blencathra offered their 
expertise on flooding and rivers in Keswick, taking us on a tour around 
the new flood defences in the area after the terrible damage caused 
to the market town in the 2009 Cumbria floods. On the Sunday we 
travelled to Glenderaterra Beck to complete a river study, evaluating the 

change in the river as it advances downstream.  After soaking in a river 
for three hours, and with wet feet and wet clothing for those who fell 
afoul of the boggy terrain, of which the Everton shirt of shame was duly 
awarded, we indulged in watching England beat Wales in the rugby 
29-18, much to the dismay of Mr McPherson. 

After walking along the Great Langdale Valley and ascending Stickle 
Tarn, we were granted the treat of a venture into Ambleside for a 
spot of retail therapy. Our last night in Blencathra was graced with 
the archetypal last night pub quiz with its typical music and general 
knowledge rounds and its not so typical baby food tasting round! On 
our last day we moved to the Yorkshire Dales to admire the features 
of Kingsdale valley, including the waterfall Thornton Force, before 
beginning the long journey home.

The trip was immensely interesting and provided a great escape from 
the hustle and bustle of Hitchin Boys’. A huge thank you should go out 
to the Geography department for organising the trip and to all the staff 
that shared in the experience. 

By Nathan May

On the 1st of March 2014, around twenty intrepid geography students 
embarked upon a trip to Liverpool and the neighbouring town of Kirby, 
on what would be for many their final school trip of their seven year 
tenure. The purpose of the trip was to see for ourselves the regeneration 
of Liverpool city centre and compare this to the lack of regeneration in 
Kirkby. However, the promise of watching live football revealed some 
ulterior motives for the Geography Department.

Arriving in the hallowed grounds of Kirkby Gala Bingo, we wondered 
through a strangely foreign-looking town centre. I have seen many 

a pound shop in my life, from the hyperbolic Poundworld to the ever-
popular Poundland, but never did I expect to encounter a PoundCafe 
and PoundBakery in Kirkby. Our destination was an area of land which 
has been earmarked for regeneration, although, despite Tesco being 
given the go-ahead to redevelop in 2011, it still consisted of football 
pitches with not a sign of redevelopment present.  Makes you wonder 
why they say big corporations can’t be trusted.After spending lunchtime 
in the magnificent Liverpool One shopping district, which provided a 
potent contrast with Kirkby, we headed towards Goodison Park. And 
there it was: the Grand Old Lady. The jubilation in the air was palpable, 
as it was clear that soon we all would be nestled in our seats, enjoying 
a comfortable Everton victory over West Ham. However, this was halted 
when we realised Goodison Park’s car park was actually the other-side 
of Stanley Park. Never will you see Mr Dawson run faster than when the 
realisation dawned upon him that we may miss kick-off. As we sprinted 
the lengthways of Stanley Park, a general consensus was reached that 
maybe those years of PE lessons weren’t useless after all. 

After an entertaining 1-0 victory and hot-dog prices that would bankrupt 
Bill Gates, we returned to the minibuses to begin our final journey back 
to HBS. And as we drove onwards into the metaphorical sunset of both 
this journey and our time at HBS, we shared the collective thought that we 
may never see a site so glorious as that of the PoundCafe. 

By Phil Jones

Geography Trip to Liverpool
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HitcHin Boys’ scHooL 
sporting cHronicLe

Year 9 District Final!

HBS VS HIGHFIELD 
Hitchin Boys’ overcame Highfield in a fairly confident 54-40 win in 
the Year 9 District final. However, the first quarter began in Highfield’s 
favour when they gained a six point lead. But HBS hit back with three 
baskets in quick succession from Marc Rudd and George Fitter.

Hitchin settled down as the quarter progressed and ended the first 
period with twelve points to Highfield’s fifteen, trailing three points.

On came the second team in the second quarter who aimed to elimi-
nate Highfield’s four point lead. They didn’t disappoint, going on a 
ten point scoring streak with baskets from Peter Keefe, Joe Hall and 
Peter Gull, with Jack Shipp assisting from point-guard. HBS went on to 
score twenty-one points in that quarter, to Highfield’s one, opening up 
a seventeen point half-time lead.

Hoping, to extend their lead, Hitchin Boys’ took to the court for the 
third quarter. It started with HBS and Highfield trading blows, carried 
on throughout most of the third quarter, which finished with HBS still 
leading by twenty points. Hitchin were edging closer to the District 
Final Trophy.

The final quarter began nervously, with Highfield scoring points in 
quick succession, eating up the lead that HBS had struggled to gain 
throughout the game. Hitchin hit back with the occasional basket, but 
the quarter was dominated by Highfield, who scored eighteen points 
in the last period. But their effort was to no avail, as HBS left with a 
54-40 and the title, District Champions.

By Alex Diop 9ED

ATHLETICS TRIUMPH AT HIGHFIELD
For 6 weeks the finest athletes from year 7 and 8 had been preparing for what was going to be 
a double win for sports at HBS.

On Tuesday 11th February a mixture of runners, jumpers and throw-
ers piled into the HBS minibus. Within fifteen minutes we had arrived 
at Highfield, where the first indoor athletics event of the year was to 
be held.

We competed against four other local schools: Priory, Knights Templar 
and Fernhill, with Highfield as the hosts. 

Over the two year groups, we won 23 out of the 24 events, ranging 
from the obstacle and eight lap races to shot put and triple jump. 
These results were music to our ears, a fantastic and unexpected 
outcome for the team.

After the event Mr Bajak stated, “We have a great tradition of ath-
letics success at the school and it is fantastic that the year 7s and 
8s are keeping the school’s reputation up. It’s simply down to the 
hard work and dedication of our pupils who practice, train and love  
to compete. “

Both teams now progress to the much awaited county finals on March 
17th. If we are successful then we will compete in the regional finals 

a month later against the 
best schools from Bedford-
shire, Norfolk, Suffolk, Cam-
bridgeshire, Essex and Kent.

I was lucky enough to be cho-
sen as year 7 captain, a title 
that comes with great pride 
and responsibility. I will look 
forward to the next event and 
hope it will be as successful 
as the last one. 

We will also be joined by 
Hitchin Girls’ Year 7 team, 
who also came 1st. So that’s 
a win for Hitchin Girls’ and 
a DOUBLE win for Hitchin 
Boys’!

By Ike Lasiende 7CV

Year 7 team (L-R) - Back row:  Jai Johal, 

Jean Claude, Aman Johal, and Jude 

Schoeman Front row: Omar Tyson, Zac 

Clawson, Dylan Baines, Ike Laseinde (capt) 

and Daniel English.

Year 8 team (L-R) - Back Row: Louis Lomas (capt) Fran Shilton, Issac Strickland, Ethan Lavialle, and Gowan McQuade Front Row: Olly Garside, Kane Stanton, Ira Johal and Ryan Large

Year 9 Basketball Team
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Year 8 Hockey Team Plate winners

HOCKEY REVIEW 2014
During the season, Hitchin Boys’ School played 53 matches, won 32, 
drew 9 and lost 12 resulting in a win percentage rate of 60%. Our 
1st XI reached the 2nd round of the National Cup beating Forest 3-1 
before travelling and losing to Whitgift School, Surrey, the current 
National Champions and then Stamford 5-1 in the National Plate. 

The most pleasing aspect this season has been the emergence 
of Michael Williams, Chris Davies and Harvey Walton-Adams, 
who have broken into the 1st team at Blueharts HC, so many 
congratulations to them. 

The Under 14s finished 3rd in the County Finals and just missed out 
on Regional qualification by one place. The U13 side came 3rd in 
the County Championships and won the Plate Competition beating 
HABS comfortably 5-0 in the Final, also missing out on Regional 
qualification by one place. They have won 16 of their 20 matches 
this season and we certainly have high hopes for this team for the 
future. 

The development of hockey within the school has continued to grow 
and this link with Blueharts Hockey Club has grown from strength to 
strength. They have assisted with the coaching of our players and 
they have promoted the game and provided our boys with excellent 
opportunities to play adult hockey, which we hope will continue for 
many years to come. 

Paul Buckland has coached our 1st XI and has provided excellent 
sessions during which our boys have developed both technically and 
tactically for which we are most thankful. Mark Flint has also assisted 
with the U14 team at lunchtimes and we are fortunate to have both 
of these experts in the field. 

Geoff Edwards has regularly umpired U15 matches for which we 
are most grateful and he is another Hitchin Boys’ Old Boy who has 
helped promote and develop the game at schoolboy level. The U15 
team are continually developing and most have played up a year 
this season at school. These boys will next season be exposed to 1st 
team training at school to maximise their potential. 

Other coaching sessions were helped by the regular presence of 
our Senior hockey players: Michael Williams, Sam Rees (who also 
umpired school matches on occasions), Chris Davies, Nick Timm, 
Callum Buchanan, Harvey and Seb Walton-Adams, Daniel Dove, 
Andy Munn, Rob Donald, and Alex Hubbard, who supported the 
younger teams on a weekly basis through coaching and umpiring 
small sided games. 

The appointment of Mr Dan Mason to the PE department has added 
much needed technical and tactical knowledge to the development 
of hockey within the school and his work with all age groups is 
already showing signs of promise and success for the future.

  PLAYED WON DREW LOST WIN %

1st XI 9 4 2 3 44
2nd XI/U16 4 0 2 2 0
Year 10 3 1 1 1 33
Year 9 8 3 2 3 38
Year 8 20 16 2 2 80
Year 7 9 4 2 3 88
Totals 53 32 9 12 60

By Mr D Smith, Director of Hockey

1st XI Hockey Team in National Cup
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‘in a hole in the ground there lived a hobbit.’ the beginning of 
a book whose genius is its simplicity. tolkien’s tale has recently 
been made into a trilogy, and the second part was released in 
December. Another cinematic triumph - or not?

It starts where the first left off, with Bilbo Baggins (Martin Freeman), a 
group of fourteen dwarfs (led by Richard Armitage) and the wizard 
Gandalf the Grey (Sir Ian Mckellen) continuing on their quest to to 
reclaim the city of Erabor from the dragon Smaug. After their narrow 
escape at the end of the first film, Bilbo and his companions are still on 
the run from the relentless Orcs of Mordor. After a brief escape, they 
reach Mirkwood – a huge forest in which the Wood Elves live. On 
arrival, they are attacked by huge spiders and are rescued by a group 
of Elf hunters. The leaders of this group are Legolas (Orlando Bloom), 
who makes a welcome return in his popular role from the Lord of the 
Rings films, as well as feisty new character Tauriel (Evangeline Lilly). 
Bilbo and companions are then imprisoned after an altercation with 
the icy Elven King, Thranduil. Meanwhile, Gandalf and Radagast the 
Brown (Sylvester McCoy) travel to Dol Guldur – to discover answers 
about the evil that is reawakening in the south. At the same time, 
Bilbo and the Dwarves make a spectacular escape using barrels hotly 
pursued by the Orcs who have been tracking them throughout the film. 
The Orcs attack and the scene cascades into an entertaining water 
ambush: one of my favourite scenes!

Thranduil seals off his Elven kingdom when he learns that the evil 
entity in the south has returned and is amassing great power. Despite 
this, Tauriel and Legolas leave to help the dwarves. By this time, the 
dwarves have ventured to the Lake-town of Esgaroth, before leaving in 
search of Erabor – which leads to a nail-biting finale.

Review by Joe Keech:

The second film in The Hobbit series was eagerly awaited and came 
out a year after the first film, which I personally enjoyed. However, 
on viewing, I began to realise some of the faults that perhaps didn’t 
allow this film to live up to the genius of the book and the brilliance of 
the first film.

The main reason I didn’t much like the film was the amount of action. 
This may sound strange, as everyone loves a good action film, 

however, in these circumstances it just didn’t fit. Tolkien’s book is meant 
to be a simple, easy read, not the overly-complicated action story of 
the film. The film’s length was also too long and the fact that the book 
requires three films sums this all up.

Furthermore, the plot was also fairly one-dimensional, which is the 
complete opposite of Tolkien’s tale. What makes his writing so genius 
is the amazing detail: the languages and alphabets he constructed, the 
maps, place names and people that he included. However, this multi-
dimensional attribute of Tolkien’s writing was not represented in the 
film. Also, despite the ending appearing very impressive, I personally 
did not rate it as highly, as it appeared that it was simply trying to 
create suspense and lead people to the next film.

To summarise my valuation of the film, I’ve to use a quote said by Bilbo 
in Lord of the Rings, where he says his ownership of the ring has made 
him ‘like butter spread over bread too thinly’. This could also be used 
to describe Peter Jackson’s trilogy!

Review by Daniel Wright-Mason:

Once again, the film includes all the things I’ve come to love about 
the Peter Jackson films: the amazing battle sequences linked with a 
phenomenal story. Although some die-hard Tolkien fans are critical 
of the film, which they say is too loosely based on the book, I feel 
Peter Jackson’s interpretation enhances the story and fleshes out 
the characters more. I think Martin Freeman puts in another great 
performance as Bilbo, despite it being very different from his usual 
roles. However, my favourite has to be Orlando Bloom as Legolas, 
although I am slightly confused as to why he was in the film – as he 
never actually appeared in the book. However, I am certainly not 
complaining and I feel that Bloom put in another brilliant portrayal 
of the Elven Prince.  Once again the graphics, special effects and 
costumes were superb, as well as the excellent cinematography set 
against the stunning landscape of New Zealand.  Overall, I feel that 
the film is a worthy addition to the franchise and I am looking forward 
to watching what I hope will be a climactic ending when Part Three 
comes out later this year. 

By Joe Keech 9SG and Daniel Wright-Mason 9ED

THE HOBBIT:  DESOLATION OF SMAUG REVIEW
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I must admit, I was really looking forward to this series of Sherlock and 
I am so glad I have the opportunity to review it.

In this series, Sherlock became more ‘human’. This changes the dynamic 
slightly and makes him more vulnerable as his allies and friends could in 
future be used against him as say, hostages. But I digress…

The new character of Mary Morstan is no hindrance to the returning 
main characters; I feel she aids the healing between Sherlock and 
Watson. Mary’s marriage to Watson was something never seen in 
Arthur Conan Doyle’s original books, but this new element yet again 
changes the dynamic of the show. It’s as if Steven Moffat (head writer 
and co-producer with Mark Gatiss) has done what he did with Doctor 
Who: he thought it needed to change when the reality was that it was 
fine as it stood before. As I have hinted, I have no problem with Mary’s 
introduction. I just have this fear that the show will become something 
else, rather than staying with what is already a good formula.

Benedict Cumberbatch and Martin Freeman (Sherlock and Watson, 
respectively) have played out their best series yet and have also 
adapted well to the on-screen changes in their characters. I did like the 
addition of Watson’s moustache in the first episode as it was a nice 
nod to the early illustrations and portrayals of the character, but Sherlock 

was right, it really did not suit 
him at all.  

My favourite episode of the 
series was the final story ‘His 
Last Vow’. Charles Augustus 
Magnusson was a genuinely 
disgusting individual, I really 
felt as Sherlock felt for the 
episode. The bizarre situation 
of Sherlock proposing to 
someone just to get into Magnusson’s office was so in his fantastic 
style, I loved it! I preferred this episode over the other two due to its 
general superiority and credibility.  So I guess that just about wraps it 
up for my first review.

Hang on, that’s not possible, he died last series. Yes, Moriarty was 
back for the last minute of ‘His Last Vow’. I loved Andrew Scott’s 
reinterpretation of the character in both series one and two and I look 
forward to some Moriarty action in series four. 

By Lewis Gibbs 9An

Sherlock Series Three: Review 
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BUILD REPAIR SUPPORT

Established 1996 Parc Computers has a
reputation as experts in building high
quality PC's and supplying the correct

laptop for the task.  

We also repair PCs and laptops and on average carry
out 1500 repairs annually.  

In addition we now repair iPads.  

We support small to medium size businesses and offer
business contracts.

shop@parc.co.uk | www.parc.co.uk
T: 01462 434082 

@ParcComputers on Twitter 
Like us on Facebook

Parc Computer Centre
68A Hermitage Road, Hitchin, Hertfordshire, SG5 1DB

Microsoft Registered Refurbisher

Now in our 17th year, we meet on the last
Thursday of each month to listen to great 
jazz from King Oliver to Billie Holiday, 
Ellington and Basie, Charlie Parker and 
Miles Davis to Diana Krall and Stacey Kent.

We meet from 7pm in The Cafe,  
The Arts Centre, The Arcade, Leys Avenue,
Letchworth.  Bar facilities available. 
Members can borrow jazz CDs, DVDs,
and books.

New members are welcome  
from Herts, Beds and beyond.  

For more details contact 
our Chairman, Chris Jeffs, on  

01462 622772/622466

Letchworth Jazz
Appreciation Society
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The Chronicle Crossword 
	  

	  

	  

	  

	  

	  

	  

	  

	  

	  

	  

	  

	  

	  

	  

 

Across	  
2.	  Two	  doctors	  made	  some	  bread	  (5)	  
5.	  Many	  let	  the	  “n”	  FALL	  (6	  
8.	  Illogically	  9th	  (9)	  
Down	  
1.	  Throw	  the	  valuable	  mixer	  (5)	  
3.	  The	  answer	  is	  The	  Citizen,	  NOT	  ABEL	  (4)	  
4.	  "Homer's	  baby	  lost	  the	  example"	  the	  wise	  men	  said	  (4)	  
6.	  I	  wasn’t	  anxious	  and	  I’m	  not	  going	  to	  be.	  I	  am	  anxious.	  (5)	  
7.	  Are	  there	  rebellious	  ARCHes	  sandwiched	  ANYwhere?	  (7)	  
9.	  THE	  hindering	  WART	  lost	  his	  “e”	  (6)	  
10.	  Meh,	  the	  French	  end	  (6)	  
	  

Devised	  by	  Stepan	  Mysko	  von	  Schultze	  9Dg	  

ACROSS:
2. Two doctors made some bread (5)
5. Many let the “n” FALL (6)
8.  Illogically 9th (9)

DOWN:
1.  Throw the valuable mixer (5)
3.  The answer is The Citizen, NOT ABEL (4)
4.  “Homer’s baby lost the example” the wise men said (4)
6.  I wasn’t anxious and I’m not going to be. I am anxious. (5)
7.  Are there rebellious ARCHes sandwiched ANYwhere? (7)
9.  THE hindering WART lost his “e” (6)
10.  Meh, the French end (6)

The Chronicle Crossword

Devised by Stepan Mysko von Schultze 9Dg
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tHe LiterAry cHronicLe
NINJA JALAPENO
There is a highly proficient ninja called Ninja Jalapeno! As black as a 
sly panther, he dresses in a shadowy black olive suit. He is no ordinary 
jalapeno; he is the guardian of the KITCHEN!

It was an average day in the airy kitchen. It depends on how you define 
“average”; your ordinary day might be waking up, having breakfast, 
lunch, dinner and going to bed (a few activities in between). The spicy 
Ninja Jalapeno’s average day is saving the citizens of the kitchen from 
the five-fingered miscreations. Ninja Jalapeno nods silently rather than 
using speech.

Suddenly, a cry came from the kitchen. Ninja jalapeno majestically 
jumped to the scene. Mrs Kingsmill was being lowered into the nefarious 
toaster by one of the five-fingered miscreations!  Aggressively, the ad-
venturous vegetable punched the monster and Mrs Warburton dropped. 
The devilish creation disappeared. Mr and Mrs Kingsmill thanked Ninja 
Jalapeno and returned to the uninteresting bread basket.

It had just gone one o’clock and Ninja Jalapeno was practicing his 
acrobatic handle swinging. From the corner of his eye he saw a potato 
peeling drop. He energetically launched himself up onto the polished 
worktop to get a better view of the trouble brewing. One of the tourists 
from Mash Kitchen was being shaved by the blood-thirsty peelers! One 
of the atrocious mutants was the culprit. Ninja Jalapeno scanned the 
area for something to throw at the destructive shavers. When the sinister 
devil turned away, the persevering pizza topping hero hurled a load of 
sodden peelings on top of the bloodcurdling tool. The deformed monster 
left with the spine-chilling stripper. Ninja Jalapeno guided the weeping 
potato back to his family.

It was late afternoon in the tranquil room. Ninja Jalapeno was throwing 
jagged apple seeds. As he went to pick up his so ‘ninja stars’, he saw 
steam rising from the end of the kitchen. Next he heard a spoon stirring 
something. Now this alerted the Ninja that there were more situations 
to deal with. His sleek body reached the scene and he hid behind the 
fork and knife holder for cover. Curiously, he eyeballed the area for any 
trouble.  At first he caught sight of a cup of tea, nothing extraordinary. 
Back at the other side of the kitchen he saw the two five-fingered mis-
creations. They had entered the wooden cupboard and left it with the 
Jammy Dodger family. Ninja Jalapeno tried to formulate a plan, but he 
couldn’t think of one. One of the Jammy Dodger biscuits was about to be 
soaked in the blistering auburn liquid. Ninja Jalapeno kicked the stunning 
china mug; the steaming hot tea went everywhere. The biscuits fled.

The working day was coming to an end. Ninja Jalapeno was about to 
get some rest. Ninja Jalapeno smelt the toasty scent from the oven. He 
dreamily plodded over to the dangerous oven. Out of nowhere, one of 
the intimidating devils placed Ninja Jalapeno on an uncooked pizza. 
He hadn’t saved the food. He was the food...    

By Pavan Vaghela 7UP 

WOLF
He prowled stealthily around the perimeter of this enclosure; every now 
and again he would launch a malicious attack at the tourists. It was lucky 
the peacekeeping fence denied him from catching the terrified prey. He 
was a wolf. His eyes glinted malevolence and annoyance. If a wolf 
could grin it was grinning a grim grin showing his plethora of sharp 
fangs anticipating the catch. He completed the perimeter once more 
cruelly eying the goggle-eyed tourists. He hated them, he thought they 
were horrendously nosy, they would just stand there gaping, mesmerised 
by him. They ruined his peace and quiet. Then he saw it. A middle-
aged man gripping the fence like a small child reluctant to let go of his 
favourite toy. The man’s fingers were just far enough through the square 
holes for him to, in his mind, level the scores. Five fingers to nosiness. He 
started the perimeter walk his shiny, slate-coloured fur giving a beautiful 
sheen in the golden sunlight, which bathed the enclosure. He jumped, 
he bit, he ran – all with the prowess and viciousness of a hunter- and the 
man screamed. A deathly unearthly scream. The man’s fingers lay in a 
small, untidy, bloody heap on the floor.

I couldn’t blame him. I wouldn’t have liked it if people constantly watched 
my life. My jaw would have struck. Brother, well done.

By  Archie Summerhayes 7CV

RESPONSE TO DULCE
Picture yourself standing knee deep in water and another knee in mud. 
No sleep for days, no decent food in months, no shoes for miles: 
walking to a place to be safe, wanting to do nothing more that curl up 
and die. You think you’re safe when a shell lands metres away. You hit 
the deck. Ten seconds, twenty, nothing, a dud. Then you smell it: the 
sickly sweet smell of death, burning and corroding, bubbling with the 
hatred of millions. A shout goes up, ‘GAS, GAS, QUICK BOYS!’ You’re 
fumbling with your mask, no thought spared for others, just yourself. You 
get it on and breathe a sigh of relief. You look around; none of your 
friends are hurt, except… You see your best mate strangling himself in 
an effort to stem the flow of gas to his innards. Ineffective at best, useless 
at worst. He grabs at you, trying to say something, his dying wish. You 
hear gurgling, that’s it. But you nod and he seems reassured. Slowly, his 
body convulsed into a writhing heap on the floor, half drowned in the 
mud, the other half in gas.

You make use of the cart nearby. You get your strongest men to pull, 
the weakest to watch. You can’t decide which is worse. At every rise, 
at every stop, and at every movement, he releases more foam from his 
mouth, his nose or his eyes, to add to the trail that you’re leaving. While 
you walk, you think of the lies the government fed you, to make you join 
up, to let you die, without a thought. You never forget it.

By Finn Cain 9ED
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INSIDE LLEWYN DAVIS: REVIEW
The latest instalment of the distinctive Coen Brothers film series comes 
in this quaint and nostalgic tale about a struggling musician in 1961 
America. The star of the show is, as you may have guessed, Llewyn 
Davis who spends his days exploring the Greenwich folk scene of the 
time and trying to find a place to spend the night. The experiences of 
the guitarist are relayed in wonderful Coen Brothers fashion, demon-
strating acute detail and cinematography whilst maintaining the familiar 
amiability of their movies that never fails to make you feel at home.

Unsurprisingly, the most popular aspect of the film has been the 
soundtrack. Nearly all the songs featured are available in the album. 
Unlike many music-based films in recent memory, the music of Llewyn 
Davis is actually remarkably good. They resemble the early Bob Dylan 
recordings that the Coen Brothers have gone on record to say were 
inspiration.

As with most of their films, Joel and Ethan Coen take a relatively famous 
bunch into their cast with Carey Mulligan and Justin Timberlake forming 
the great majority of the recognisability factor. The leading actor is the 
interesting and, some would say, inspired choice of Oscar Isaac, who 
has done only minor roles in his career; featuring in Drive and Robin 
Hood, Isaac has never taken on the responsibility of the lead. Here, 
however, he performs exceptionally well, capturing the essence of the 
character and developing him into a funny and relatable personality. 
On the other hand, Mulligan and Timberlake tend to get sidetracked 
slightly, which is interesting considering their credentials. Nevertheless, 
they too fit the bill of the 1960s folk musicians, although their acting is 
not particularly prominent within the film and only features to support 
the nostalgic impression.

The Brothers do not fail to emphasise the quirky presence that reso-
nates within all their films here, with some scenes that could only be 
described as trademark Coen. Indeed, the story spirals off into ranging 
experiences and events that all contribute to the difficulties of Llewyn. 
Unfortunately, the two plagues of the film must fall to pacing and John 
Goodman. The second act of the film feels slightly jaded and the depth 
of the film is reduced by the unexpected and ranging plot lines. By 
the end of the film, one feels that the only really developed part of the 
story is Llewyn himself, although this is, I suppose, in keeping with the 
title. Unexpectedly, as a beloved ‘featured player’ in nearly all of the 
Coen Brothers’ stories, Goodman feels particularly uninspired and fails 
to bring to the screen the sort of ambiguous prophet that most of his 
characters require. In the Coen’s next departure with Goodman, I hope 
for a return to form for the veteran actor, with such Coen hits as Barton 
Fink and The Big Lebowski under his belt. 

Saying Llewyn is an antihero would be brash. Indeed, what the Coen 
Brothers did that was so clever in this film was their ability to have 
Llewyn make decisions that one would normally find bizarre or un-

appealing, all the time ensuring his vulnerability and likeability so the 
viewer is encapsulated, unable to abandon him. This was the same 
with William H Macy in the remarkable Fargo. They emphasise the 
humanity in a person that most people should dislike, or in the case of 
Fargo, despise. It is because of this that I think the film is so masterfully 
made, and proves the filmmakers to still be striving for another classic.

By Ben Chennells 12TA and Alex Morris 12HW

THE SOLDIER
As we retreat from the battlefield, the bullets rain with fire over our 
heads. We enter a broken down abandoned town, weaving in and 
out of its crumbling walls. As we calculate our way round the last 
corner, we all stop in fear. The stench of death covers us like a blanket 
from hell. A child lies in the road, motionless, as still as a statue. I pull 
out my first child’s favourite blanket from my tattered old backpack. I 
sprint to the child like my life depends on it and cradle him, covering 
him from all the horrors around him. My only objective now is to get 
back to safety.

By Elliott Churchman

THE GHOST
He drifts;
A ghost amidst the light
That clouds the gloom of his spectral form.
Gliding through this ethereal existence,
That is not life, but torment.

He muses;
The necessity of this anguish,
For he is not living, but existing,
And behind that phantom façade,
Is not a spark.

He waits;
For the gloom to fade
And the grey to dissolve,
So he waits for eternity.
Nothing happens.

He gazes;
A mirror stands before him,
And misty eyed he sees not a grey spectre,
But vivid cheeks of scarlet
And abundant hair of luminous gold.

Still a ghost.

By Stepan Mysko von Schultze 9Dg
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Every child is important!  That is our motto

When you come to YoungEducation you are taught by 
qualified teachers, who know their subjects and feel 
passionately about them. English is the corner-stone of 
achievement supporting each and every subject - good 
English and Maths are the keys which open the doors to a 
successful future.  We can help them cut that key properly!

Knebworth Centre Hitchin Centre
121 London Road 30 Market Place
Knebworth, Herts Hitchin, Herts
SG3 6EX SG5 1DY

01438 811606 01462 450373

      Mobile: 07854230158

info@youngeducation.co.uk   www.youngeducation.co.uk

PRIVATE TUITION

FOSTERING
A different
kind of role
with endless
rewards

MLU90706•0945•p•me

Become a foster carer with an
organisation who truly cares. At Pride
Fostering Service we have a dedicated
team who will be on hand to support you.

We offer Foster Carers:
Professional support 24/7 all year round
Competitive allowance
Extensive Training provided

For more information please call anytime on:
t: 01582 433 775
f: 01582 433 774
e: fostertoday@pridefostering.com
w: www.pridefostering.com

FOSTER
CARERS
REQUIRED IN YOUR LOCAL AREA

falcon

shades digital bring you
the falcon pullup...

...an economy priced pullup banner 
printed to our high quality lightstop material 

with matt laminate and carry bag

call 01707 878011
info@shadesdigital.co.uk

£79.00
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Immigration – the movement of people into a country in order to 
permanently live there. And why not, if you have the right to visa free 
immigration, immigrate to a more prestigious country than your own?

In the last few months, Britain opened its doors to yet more immigrants 
from the continent, as an ever growing EU once again expanded. Next 
into the culturally diverse mix that is Great Britain – Bulgarians and 
Romanians, after their newly approved membership into the EU. But why 
is there such a fuss from MPs? 

First of all, back in 2004, ten new countries became member states 
of the European Union. The EU allows the free movement (i.e. no visa 
needed to work or live in another country) of residents that are nationals 
of an EU member state. All member states were their oyster and the UK, 
being the wealthy and economically booming nation it is, was top of 
many foreigners’ list. Thus, they flooded in in their thousands! By July 
2006, 447,000 people, to be precise, had applied to work in the UK. 
That’s 432,000 more than predicted for migration in this period! Our 
government is not keen to get it this catastrophically wrong again so are 
up in arms about the ever spreading EU.

Secondly, it’s sad but true, some immigrants are here for the benefits. 
Albeit only a small minority as, since 2000, immigrants have made a 
‘substantial’ contribution to our country’s wealth. But, MPs don’t want, 
quite rightly, people coming to simply ‘drain our resources’. They should 
come here to work, benefit and contribute by being economically active 

and therefore reaping the benefits provided to us in the UK. This is why 
some political figures are keen to bring in legislation to remove those that 
are not working and benefiting our economy. 

Lastly, as I touched on, some feel that this free movement puts a strain on 
our resources. Obviously, more people equal a greater need for more 
resources such as healthcare, schools, homes and jobs. Therefore, if we 
have another significantly large influx we may not be able to cope. What 
if we run out of housing? What if there are no more jobs? What if the 
NHS is further pressured? All these questions, and I can assure you there 
are hundreds more, need to be addressed and dealt with. And who must 
deal with them? Why, MPs of course.

So, as you can see, this immigration crisis is a bit of a head sore for 
our government. They must try to please us, immigrants, members of the 
EU and the EU council. It may be that there are just too many people to 
please, not enough time and too much needed to fund our new residents. 

By Jonathan McAllister 13Pl

Ever been late home from school and found yourself wandering the 
corridors of the school alone on a dark and rainy winter night? Have 
you found yourself ‘alone’ whilst putting on a school production or event 
late into the night – well maybe next time you’ll give second thought to 
whether you really are the only student left in the school as HBS has been 
said to have a particularly active ghost population. 

The School dates from circa. 1890 and so it is not surprising that in that 
time it has accumulated a healthy ghost populous. The forms of such 
alleged sightings varies greatly; it was said that the English office in the 
School House, which was previously the boarding house and master’s 
residence, has been visited by suddenly appearing middle-aged men in 
impossible circumstances. Rather disappointingly they didn’t wreak havoc 
with the marking of the mock exams and books but instead proceeded to 
just sit around in the most sedentary of fashions.  

The hall and the math’s corridor are a veritable hotbed of poltergeist 
activity. Caretakers in times gone past have had dogs who refused to go 
anywhere near the haunted buildings. A cleaner was alone one dark and 
rainy evening sweeping the hall’s floor whilst being looked down upon by 
the empty stares of the portraits of headmasters past. Suddenly a shudder 
and whack of the wooden panels sounded from the stage to the back 
doors. Alarmed the cleaner stopped her toil and looked up to the balcony 

where a dark, forbidding figure stood in mortar board and gown glaring 
from above, immovable. Understandably the woman left promptly, never 
returning to the school from fear of the nameless and silent figure. The 
same figure is said to have frequently thrown tables and chairs around in 
the Maths classrooms at times when they were locked. So too the lights 
and sensors in the corridor are inexplicably activated - a miracle in itself 
as it’s hard enough to turn the lights on in such rooms. However, ever since 
an unlabelled school gown was removed from the timetabling room such 
appearances have ceased. 

The school is left vacant for much of the year, and specific areas are 
rarely inhabited even during term. The Library helps form some of the 
oldest school buildings dating from the schools inception on the current 
site. It is said that boys were often caned there in its previous role as a hall 
cum dining room for old boys - the occasional weeping of disembodied 
children’s voices is frequently heard out of school hours. Woodlands 
predates even the library and used to comprise the entire Hitchin Girls’ 
School. Footsteps can often be heard late at night or in the holidays 
possibly as girls gone past search for their classes, a far worse result of a 
room change than having to endure an extra lesson at the mercy of the 
spirits in the Maths Rooms…

By Peter Saville
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Identities have been protected to ensure anonymity

Dear Agnes, in the past few months I’ve really taken to the pastime of fishing. The problem 
is, every time I’ve asked if my friends want to come, they just think I’m boring. What can 
I do? Year 11 pupil

Wow, what an appropriate question with Flounders day approaching us next term. I’m 
not sure where to start really. The first thing I would say would be to not be too upfront 
with trying to force your rod upon someone else.  They will warm to you in time. It’s also 
important to reel in the right people. You certainly don’t want to put the fear of cod in 
someone the first time they get a bite. But what the hake, fishing is a great British past time 
that should be revived. I would also advise not just sitting there with baited breath, get out 
there and convince people that fishing is not just simply sharking around on a river bank. 
It’s people like that who convince others that fishing is a load of carp. Find the right plaice 
to publicise your interest and people will come.  I’m not really aware of the scale of your 
fishing antics, and don’t want to sound like I’m phishing here, but I wouldn’t mind joining 
you myself. Either way, keep at it and I know that it won’t be long before you’re breaming 
with joy. 
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There are few things that infuriate me so much as blatant disregard for history. I can appreciate that 300: Rise of an 
Empire is intended to entertain rather than provide a history lesson; nonetheless, I refuse to allow the fiction that such 
films spawn to be maintained. Forgive me for this humourless diversion. I promise I’ll make fun of Mrs Christou again 
next time.

Regarding the original 300:

1)   The Spartans were not alone. This is the one everyone knows, but it 
bears repeating. Leonidas commanded an army about 7,000 strong at 
the beginning of the Battle of Thermopylae; at the famous last stand his 
300 Spartans were accompanied by contingents from other city-states, 
plus approximately 700 perioikoi (“dwellers-around”), free men who 
were not of Spartan blood, and thus had no political rights.

2)    The Spartans were not good people. Glorious heroes or not, King 
Leonidas and his men were part of one of the most oppressive regimes 
ever to exist. Besides the perioikoi mentioned above, the Spartans relied 
entirely on their helot slaves, conquered peoples numbering in their 
thousands who farmed and provided cheap cannon fodder, allowing 
the Spartan citizens themselves, never more than a few thousand, to live 
in comparative ease. Being so outnumbered, their militaristic tendency 
was entrenched by an intense need to protect themselves from helot 
revolt. Young Spartans ritually identified and murdered helots who might 
pose a threat every autumn; their numbers were regularly thinned by 
massacres; they were brainwashed into compliance by the knowledge 
that distinction or intelligence or failure to please was a death sentence.

3)    Spartan military prowess is exaggerated. Simply put, the Spartans 
suffered from crippling overspecialisation. They were the masters of the 
phalanx: a deep, slow-moving block of men protected by a shield-wall 
bristling with spears. This served them well in subjugating their helot 
slaves or when holding a narrow pass like Thermopylae. With secure 
flanks on a battlefield of their choosing, the Spartans could not lose. 
Otherwise, they were useless. They were not archers or horsemen. 
Their lack of troop diversity and numbers made losses more likely and 
crippling for the tiny population of true Spartans.

Regarding the sequel:

1.    There is no evidence to suggest that Xerxes was an 8 foot tall pincushion 
with delusions of godhood.

2.    Alex von Tunzelmann, reviewing the film in the Guardian, described the 
portrayal of Artemisia as ‘Bondage Nymphomaniac Revenge Barbie’. 
No. Just no. The historical Artemisia was queen of Halicarnassus, and 
a badass in her own right. She was not, however, total commander of 
Xerxes’ naval forces (she contributed five ships) and probably never met 
(nor scootilypooped with) the Athenian general Themistocles.

3.    Darius, Xerxes’ father, died of old age while planning a second attempt 
to conquer Greece (after the disastrous Battle of Marathon, at which he 
was not present, not killed at) and putting down rebellion in Egypt.

4.    The Athenians did not use slaves to row their triremes. Ordinary Athenian 
citizens rowed at Salamis, as rowing was a paid, skilled profession, and 
slaves were thought too untrustworthy to be given the task. Logically, if 
your galley-slaves revolt in the middle of the sea, you’re pretty screwed, 
right?

5.    The Spartans did not save the day at Salamis, were not led by Queen 
Gorgo (Leonidas’ widow), and did not have hundreds of ships (they 
contributed 16 to the Greek forces).

The only thing I can say is accurate about the film is the Greek plan to lure 
the Persian navy into the straits of Salamis, negating their superior numbers. 
That’s it.

By Liam Mylles
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Can you guess the teacher?


